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This publication focuses on the following subjects;  understanding and modeling of collaborative work situations which are  mediated by technical artefacts, either computational or not; developing  appropriate design methodologies for cooperative work analysis and  cooperative systems design; developing new technologies supporting  cooperation; evaluating and measuring the performance of cooperative  systems. 

The COOP conferences are predicated on the conviction that  cooperative systems design requires a deep understanding of the cooperative  work of groups and organizations, involving both artefacts and social  practices. This is the reason why contributions from all disciplines  related to the field of cooperative systems design are considered as  relevant, including computer and information sciences (computer-supported  cooperative work, group decision support systems, knowledge engineering,  human-computer interaction, distributed artificial intelligence and  multi-agent systems, etc.) and social sciences (organizational and  management sciences, sociology, psychology, ergonomics, linguistics, etc.).  This volume puts a special emphasis on the issue of Scenario-Based Design  of Collaborative Systems. It discusses issues such as scenarios as means  for understanding how computer systems might enhance cooperation and  scenarios as a common language between users, developers and management
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At a Distance: Precursors to Art and Activism on the Internet (Leonardo Books)MIT Press, 2005
"The book is an exhilarating, eye-opening read that restores the body to the virtual and pulls the virtual out of the digital and back into lived and produced social relations." - Patricia R. Zimmermann, Department of Cinema and Photography, Ithaca College"

Networked collaborations of artists did not begin on the Internet....
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Integrating Erp, Supply Chain Management, And Smart MaterialsAuerbach Publications, 2001
Organizations enjoy two kinds of strategic advantages. One is transitory: being in the right place with the right products at the right time. The other comes from having first class management and instituting processes that mobilize an organization, keeping in ahead of the competition. Which would you like to count on for your organization's...
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Numerical Partial Differential Equations for Environmental Scientists and Engineers: A First Practical CourseSpringer, 2004

	This book concerns the practical solution of Partial Differential Equations (PDE). It reflects an interdisciplinary approach to problems occurring in natural Environmental Phenomena: the hydrosphere, atmosphere, cryosphere, lithosphere, biosphere and ionosphere. It assumes the reader has gained some intuitive knowledge of their solution...
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Zero to One: Notes on Startups, or How to Build the FutureCrown, 2014

	#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	

	

	If you want to build a better future, you must believe in secrets.

	

	The great secret of our time is that there are still uncharted frontiers to explore and new inventions to create. In Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and investor Peter Thiel...
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Replay: The History of Video GamesYellow Ant Media Ltd, 2010

	A riveting account of the birth and remarkable evolution of the most important development in entertainment since television, Replay: The History of Video Games is the ultimate history of video games. From its origins in the research labs of the 1940s to the groundbreaking success of the Wii, Replay sheds new light on gaming's past. Along...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 : Changing the Paradigm (SQL Server 2005 Public Beta Edition)Sams Publishing, 2005
Microsoft SQL Server 2005: Changing the Paradigm (SQL Server 2005 Public Beta Edition) will prepare database administrators for upcoming changes in SQL Server 2005. Obtain the skills necessary to run SQL Server 2005 from the experts at Microsoft Gold Partner. Get a head-start to understanding the...
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